
ALL
in

ONE
POGNAE ORGA PLUS

All-in-one beyond All-in-one

Pognae Orga Plus is an all-in-one carrier with the functions of baby carrier, hip seat and hip seat carrier in one.

As not merely combined product, but as product with the fundamentals of baby carrier and hip seat,

this product provides the perfect function with everything.

Orga Plus grants the best satisfaction to the mother, and the best comfortableness to the baby.
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3 Functions in One
Pognae Orga Plus

All in One POGNAE ORGA PLUS 

Baby
Carrier

Hip
Seat

Hip Seat
Carrier

3 in One

Hip Seat

Baby Carrier Hip Seat Carrier

ONE

ALL
in
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Amazing Perfection 
Orga Plus Faithful to the 
Fundamental

Experience Orga Plus with Everything

The perfect All-in-one that mothers dream!
Orga Plus created with the ergonomic technology 
of Pognae is perfect with baby carrier, hip seat 
and hip seat carrier. 

01
The ergonomically designed wide seat wraps the 
baby’s hip and thighs perfectly to support the 
baby stably. 

The wide seat enhances the attachment between
the mother and the baby to maximize the 
dispersion of weight, and prevents the weight 
strain of the crotch to maintain comfortable 
position during the long sustainment of the baby. 

The Special Secret of 
Ergonomic Wide Seat
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The seat touching the hip and the back(slanted part) has 
utilized high-elasticity HR foam with outstanding 
dynamic stability. With thick cushion, the baby feels 
soft and comfortable feeling even during long sittings. 
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02 M-POSITION Perfect from 
Every Direction!

Facing front, facing each other, holding on back, 
any position allows the baby’s legs to be in M position!
Orga Plus with the perfect M position

Pognae Orga Plus was designed to move the 
baby’s thigh and calves at 90-120 degrees with the 
baby’s legs in M position. 
Such M position lessens the stress on the joints to enable 
holding the baby in position of not stressing the hip joint, 
assisting the proper growth development of the baby. 

Position not recommended
( X )

Recommended position
( O )

Try Pressing Our Product. 
The Comfort is Distinguished 
with Different Inner Material
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There is no step control needed from growth. 
With single control, the M-position is sustained, and the 
widening of the baby is prevented to allow the optimal 
comfortableness for the baby. 

04

The seat completed with continuous research development 
was made with the optimal size to let both the mother 
and the baby feel comfortable.

The optimized size disperses the weight efficiently to enable 
light feel for the mother, and enhances the attachment for the 
baby to allow emotional stability and correct posture. 

Narrowing the width Widening the width 
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The optimized
Best Size!

The Larger the Hip Seat, the Better? NO!
Pognae’s Optimized Hip Seat Size 

NO Unnecessary Step Control! 
Single Seat Width Control with 
One Click 
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The mesh size with Orga Plus is outstanding in air 
permeability that the baby is able to stay cool during 
hot weathers or with much heat. 

06
With reverse cover function, solid and pattern sides are used. 
Use according to the tastes of moms and dads!
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Detachment of the cover in hot weather
Closed cover in cold weather 

Two-sided function cover 

Solid type Pattern type

Twice the Utilization with 
Reverse Cover Function! 

Check the Size of the Mesh 
by opening the Zipper!
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2 Sleeping Hoods
The strong sunlight is blocked for the comfortable sleep 

of the baby, preventing the baby from UV lights, yellow 

dusts and various dusts. Also, the baby is protected from

the cold air, with much thermal resistance. 

You can select between summer product and four 

seasons product. 

01
Headrest
Supports the head and the neck of the 

baby to enable the usage of baby 

carrier and hip seat carrier in proper 

position, and prevents the sleeping

baby’s head tilting backward. 

02

<Four Seasons Product>

<Summer Product>

03

Wide Zipper Pocket

The wide zipper pocket attached on the waist belt holds

cell phones and card cases to enable comfortable 

usage in going outdoors. 

Mesh Inner Fabric

The waist belt inner fabric has utilized mesh 

fabric of outstanding air permeability and moisture 

permeability, minimizing the waist belt moving 

backward with long-term usage. 

04

Adding without taking 
out things 

Pognae Orga Plus is your best option. 

Orga Plus has the detailed functions for both the mom 
and the baby. 
Enjoy the detailed charm of Orga Plus 



WOOJIN PLASTIC Waist Buckle 

Our products use WOOJIN PLASTIC buckles 

acknowledged for its stability and outstanding quality. 

The logo is embossed for more luxurious feel. 
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Slice Chest Buckle

The slide buckles attached on the shoulder

belt may be adjusted upward and 

downward according to the desired 

position of the mother, as buckles

fixing the shoulder belts of the

two sides. 

06

Wide Cushion Seat 

The seat sat on by the baby has 

adjusted high-elasticity HR foam with 

outstanding dynamic stability, allowing 

the baby to feel soft and comfortable 

even during long sits. 
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Mesh Back Piece

When the mesh cover is taken off,

the front is made in mesh, with

outstanding air permeability. It is

proper for hot weathers, or

babies with much heat.

08

Bamboo Spit Bib 

The baby may drool or suck the hip seat 

that a bib is connected with more sanitation 

and hygiene. The fabric used for the bib is 

eco-friendly bamboo fabric, with outstanding 

antibiotic function suppressing harmful 

germs and smells.  

10

Prevention of the Legs Friction 

The soft organic fabric and

cushion inner material prevents the 

friction of the baby’s fragile legs. 

09
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Bamboo Spit Bib 

By being attached to the two shoulder belts, 

the shoulder belt is always maintained sanitarily. 

Snap buttons are used to prevent deformation 

of shape with long usage, and the bib does not 

irritate the baby’s face. 

The fabric used for the bib is eco-friendly 

bamboo fabric, with outstanding antibiotic 

function suppressing harmful germs and smells.  

11

Wide Velcro with Stability

Stable attachment with wide Velcro is possible, and

adjustment according to size may be made. (Up to 41 inches).

The wide Velcro increases the sustainability,

supporting the baby’s weight firmly and effectively.

12

Non-Toxic EPPMolding

Light and firm non-toxic EPP molding foam 

is used to prevent deformations, and to 

enable semi-permanent usage. 

13

Eco-Friendly! Non-Slip Pad

The hip seat part has used eco-friendly rubber 

material passing the rigorous toxic material 

examination, preventing the baby from slipping. 

16

HR Foam Shoulder Belt

The highest quality HR foam is used as the

input material for the shoulder belt, with 

outstandingcushioning and recovery. 

No deformation or twisting of the shape is caused 

with long usage, minimizing the shoulder 

pain of the user, and to lessen the fatigue.

15

Illustrated Safety Cautions 

The cautions are expressed illustrations to 

enable easier understanding. 

14
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Pognae utilizes Velcro with OEKO-TEX Certificate 

OEKO-TEX is a certification mark proving that there are no harmful substances within the fabric product. 

Certification is the most prestigious eco-friendly certification attributed to fabric products proper to 

be used by children of 3 years old and younger, limiting harmful substances of formaldehyde and 

heavy metals and proving that the product is proper for human bodies. 

Pognae utilizes the Best Organic Fabric with GOTS Certification 

GOTS is the international organic fabric standard established by IWG, an organization created by 

OTA of the United States, IVN of Germany, Soil Association of England, and JOCA of Japan. 

Orga Plus is created with the optimal organic fabric with GOTS certification. 

Pognae Utilizes the World’s Most Luxurious Zipper, YKK. 

'There are luxurious zippers '. We utilize YKK stop zippers durable with 10,000 times of usage, 

taking up 50% of the world’s market share. 

Pognae Uses WOOJIN PLASTIC, No.1 Buckle in the World. 

WOOJIN PLASTICis a buckle company taking up 40% of the world’s plastic buckle market, 

and is acknowledged for the world’s best function and technology. It is incomparable to 

Chinese lower-priced buckles susceptible to shock and pressure. 

Orga Plus, made Safely 
with the Best Materials 

Optimized materials are used 
                     from zippers to Velcro. 

The health and safety is our best interest. 
Pognae makes the proper products like a mother.  
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How to Connect the Orga Plus Baby Carrier 

One, connect Zipper A1 and Zipper A2. 

Two, connect Zipper B1 and Zipper B2 for finishing touches 

(Backrest )

(Waist Belt for Baby Carrier)

How to Connect the Baby Carrier Type Zipper The detailed methods for connecting the zipper can be viewed from the video board at the 
Pognae Homepage (www.pognae.com)

The connection of the zipper for each type must combine both sets for the safety of the baby. 

When using as a baby carrier, connect 
the backrest zipper A1 and baby carrier 
waist belt zipper A2. 

Zipper A1 and A2 have the longest lengths 
of all zippers

Zip up Zipper A1 and A2 to the end. After zipping up the zipper to the end, 
twist the zipper handle inward until it is
locked. 

After attaching the A Zipper, connect the 
remaining Zipper B1 and Zipper B2. 

Connect Zipper B1 and B2 until the end. Likewise, twist the Zipper 2 inward like 
the photo to lock the zipper. 
Completion of the baby carrier type

The lock function prevents the opening during usage. 
The cautions for connecting the zipper is on the 
page 17 of the written explanation.
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Place the baby carrier waist belt on the thin part of the waist, and lower the wait belt toward the pelvis. 

Put the baby carrier backwards, 
and place the waist belt on the 
pelvis.

Breathe in deeply to attach the 
Velcro of the waist belt as tightly 
as possible. 

The upper and lower Velcro must 
be on each other perfectly to bear 
weight firmly. 

Lock the buckle and pull the 
waist belt. 

The tighter the belt, the firmer the weight 
on the waist for more comfortable usage.

Turn the waist on the back 
to the front. 

Place the baby on the seat. Support the baby’s back with 
one hand and put on the shoulder 
belt with the other hand. 

Put on the remaining shoulder 
belt in the same method. 

Facing front Hugging Headrest Four Seasons Hood

Summer Hood Holding on Back

01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

How to Wear Orga Plus Baby Cerrier

Check whether the baby is sitting properly

Various Uses of Orga Plus Baby Carrier 
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One, connect Zipper A1 and Zipper A3. 

Two, connect Zipper C1 and Zipper C2 for finishing touches 

각 타입별 지퍼 연결은 아기의 안전을 위해 반드시 두 세트 모두 결합해야 합니다.

Zip up backrest Zipper A1 and hipseat 
waist belt Zipper A3 until the end. 

Connect Zipper A1 and Zipper A3 until 
the end. 

Lock the zipper until the end, and twist 
the zipper handle inward to lock.

The hidden Zipper C2 may be checked 
by raising the zipper cover at the front of 
the hipseat. 

The hidden Zipper C1 may be checked 
byraising the zipper cover at the front of 
the backrest. 

Connect Zipper C1 and Zipper C2. 

Likewise, twist the zipper handle of 
Zipper C to lock. 

The zipper connection of each type must connect the two sets for the safety of the baby. 

How to Connect Orga Plus Hipseat

(Backrest )

(Waist Belt for HIpseat )

How to Connect Hipseat Type Zipper The detailed methods for connecting the zipper can be viewed from the video board at the 
Pognae Homepage (www.pognae.com)

Zipper A1 and A3 is the longest of all zippers. The lock function prevents the opening during usage. 
The cautions for connecting the zipper is on the 
page 17 of the written explanation.

The lock function prevents the opening during usage. 
The cautions for connecting the zipper is on the 
page 17 of the written explanation.
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If only the hipseat is used, wear the waist belt tightly on the thin waist. 
When using as hipseat carrier, place the waist belt on the thin part of the waist, and lower the waist belt slightly toward the pelvis.

Place the hipseat to the back, 
and place the waist belt on the 
waist above the pelvis. 

Breathe in as much as possible 
to connect the Velcro of the waist 
belt as tightly as possible. 

The upper and lower Velcro must 
be on each other perfectly to bear 
weight firmly. 

Lock the buckle and pull the 
waist belt. 

Turn the waist on the back 
to the front. 

Place the baby on the seat. Support the baby’s back with one 
hand and put on the shoulder belt 
with the other hand. 

Put on the remaining shoulder 
belt in the same method. 

01 02 03 04

05 06 07 08

Sling posture Facing Each Other Facing Front Facing Front (Hipseat Carrier)

Hugging (Hipseat Carrier) Four Seasons Hood Summer Hood Holding on Back

Orga Plus Hipseat Usage method

The tighter the belt, the firmer the weight 
on the waist for more comfortable usage.

Check whether the baby is sitting properly

Various Uses of Orga Plus Hipseat



폭 좁게 힙시트캐리어 사용 시 아기띠 사용 시 
0 months before the
baby could control
the neck (3.5 kg)

0 month ~ 36 month

0 month ~ 36 month

3 month ~ 36 month

＊ The usage period of the product may differ according to the growth of the baby. 

0 month 3 month 6 month 12 month 36 month 

CARRIER

HIPSEAT

HIPSEAT
CARRIER

When to Use The Baby Carrier

When going outdoors for a long time in infant age

When wanting to form affection through 

attachment with baby

When having to hold the baby on the back 

In kangaroo position with the curious baby

When needing to use both hands freely for 

the mother 

When going out for a long time 

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

When going out for a long time during infant age 

When holding a curious baby in kangaroo 

position for a long time

When the baby feels that the baby carrier is 

stuffy or hot 

When the mom needs to use the two hands freely 

When going out for long distances

1

2

3

4

5
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Use Orga Plus in the Following Circumstances!

When to Use The Hipseat When to Use The Hipseat Carrier 

When having to carry the baby at home frequently 

When the wrists hurt from postpartum stroke

After breastfeeding, burping the baby 

When putting the baby to sleep while soothing 

When the baby carrier is burdensome 

When needing to hold the baby fast 

When going out for a short distance 

Recommended Usage for each Age

3-4 months when the
baby is able to control

the neck (6.0kg)

6 months When the
baby is starting to 

sit up (7.5~8kg)

12 months when the
baby is able to

stand up (9.5kg~)
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With the leg width widened 
(Not applicable to the users of hipseat 
 carriers)

Move back the logo cover located at the 
seat in which the baby is supposed to sit. 

Fold the remaining wing to fix the two wings 
with the snap button

Fold one wing according to the sewing line, 
as the above photo 

Take down the folded logo cover to attach 
to the Velcro 

With the leg width lessened 
(When using the hipseat carrier, when the 
 baby carrier is facing front)

Narrowed width

Widened width

When to Use The
Baby Carrier

Facing Each Other

Control the seat width according to the above usage posture. The seat width unfit for the width may discomfort the mom and the baby. 

How to control the seat width

When should the seat width be adjusted?

When to Use The
Baby Carrier

When to Use The Hipseat Carrier

Facing Front Holding on Back Facing Front

Facing Each Other Holding on Back



The zipper connection for each type of baby carrier and hipseat carrier must connect the two sets for the safety of the baby. 

     Zip up all zippers to the end.      Zip up the zipper to the end, and twist the zipper
     handle inward as the photo to lock. 

The lock function prevents opening during usage

올가 플러스 정품인증 방법

Access Pognae homepage. www.pognae.com

Access the registration category

Input serial number and other information to complete genuine product registration. 

PC

Mobile
When registering genuine product via mobile, scan the QR code at the lower part to input serial number and 
other information.

     Period for Registering Genuine Product : Register within 1 month of receiving the product. 

     The authentic certification code cannot be consigned to others. 

     The authentic certification code hologram sticker is provided once in purchasing the product, and cannot be 

     reissued when lost or damaged. 

‘The serial number tag is attached to the product.’

Input the serial number formed from English letters and numbers in the following slot. 

QR code

Cautions in Registering Geniune Product 
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1 2

1

2

3

Cautions in Connecting the Zipper

How to Authenticate the Genuine Orga Plus Product



CAUTION

Cautions in Usage

- If the buckle or the sewing is damaged before usage, stop usage as there are hazards of accidents. 
- Always verify whether all the buckles are connected properly. 
- When holding the baby or carrying the baby on the back, the baby may fall if the waist belt is loosened, 
   so put the baby down safely before loosening the waist belt. 
- When using the hipseat only without backrest, put on the waist, not the pelvis. 
- When connecting the hipseat and the backrest in connection, put on the hipseat on the waist, and put it down 
   slightly to the pelvis. 
- When the belt is worn loosely, it may burden the waist, back and shoulder. Wear the product tightly according
   to the body shape of the user. 
- The waist belt must be worn with the Velcro on the front, not the back in order to attach the Velcro tightly and 
   correctly. 
- The two Velcro must be attached properly to support the baby. 
- The user’s hand must protect the baby at all times against hazards that may occur. 
- When inexperienced with the usage, use on floor with cushion, or use by receiving the help of another person. 
- Naps may occur when the Velcro touches the fabric of the product while putting on or storage. 

Cautions in Washing 

Check the contents of the caution before washing. 

The product cannot be exchanged or refunded from damages occurring from wrong washing and drying 

CB161A003-6001
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- Because the organic cotton does not use harmful fixatives (synthesized substances to prevent the changing
   of the color), natural fading may occur after washing and drying. This is not a defect of the product, so repairs 
   cannot be made. 
- Make sure to take out the molding foam from the hipseat before washing. 
- Make sure to wash by attaching all Velcro of the waist belt, and by locking the buckles. 
- When washed without attaching the Velcro, fuzz may occur from damages of the fabric. 
- Wash in cold water. 
- Do not dip in water for long time, and do not wash with hot water or boil the product. 
- Wash lightly with water. 
- In drying, avoid UV lights and dry in shades with good air permeability. 
- Wash small stains with wet towel by tapping or wash in part, and avoid machinery washing. 
- Drying with drum washing machines and dryers may cause shrinking, damages and deformation of the product, 
   so dry in the natural state. 
- If alkali substances are included in the baby product detergents, it may be a cause for discoloration 
   and bleaching, so make sure to use neutral detergents. 


